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The MNS Selangor Branch Photo Group held their 
first outing of the year on 13th January 2018. Joined 
by 31 participants, the activity was led by KK Tan 
with Jimmy Chew as the trekking guide. 
 Setinggi Waterfalls is a little haven hidden 
in the lush jungles near Serendah, a small town to 
the northeast of Rawang. The group convened at 
seven for breakfast and departed to the trail head 
just before eight. 
The adventure began even before we reached the 
‘parking lot’, a cleared space beyond the tarred 
road. The relentless rain had turned the rutted clay 
surface into thick, slippery mud; enough to foil 
any vehicle sans 4-wheel drive. Even reversing the 
sedans proved to be a challenge as more than one 
car found itself stuck. Somehow they found planks 
to shore up the road and eventually all sedans were 
saved. The trek could begin. 
 The waterfalls were 7.5 km away, a good 2 
hour hike for most of us. The path followed a rubber 
estate road before turning into a wide jungle trail. It 
was not difficult, firm soil undulating gently with 
no extremely steep climbs or dangerous crossings. 
Walking at a steady pace, some were faster than 

The Highs and 
Lows of Setinggi 
in Serendah

Setinggi Waterfall photo by Noor Azura Ahmad
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others, but it was not a problem as there is only one 
clear path, and the group leaders kept in touch using 
walkie talkies and ham radios. 
 The weather was perfect for walking; cool 
with the occasional drizzle. The tree cover sheltered 
us from the elements as we walked. The rubber 
plantation looked abandoned, but some trees at 
the edges seem to be tapped. At certain locations, 
we could hear the rush of cars driving past, so we 
weren’t very far from the main road. 
 Almost everyone arrived at the falls by 11 
a.m. The first order of business: check ourselves 
for leeches. Yes, leeches. Those squirmy, rubbery 
bloodsuckers were everywhere thanks to the wet 
weather. Most of us had caught a few despite leech 
socks and repellents.  
 That done, we all dipped into the crystal 
clear water to wash up and play. The waterfall area 
is not exceedingly large; it was just about enough 
for our group to spread out. 
 Some proceeded to sit under the thundering 
falls while others hung around the flat rocks to 
eat and chat. There was no shortage of models for 
the shutterbugs at the falls. The cameras included 
mobiles and DSLRs in equal measure. There was a 
stunning variety of photos captured that day, from 
macros and sceneries to posed models.  
  After a couple hours of frolicking in the 
water, we slowly made our way back to the cars. 
By 3 pm, everyone had departed. It was a very 
satisfying initiation for the year’s activities. Some of 
the participants were first timers, but the camaraderie 
was evident from the get go. 
 A million thanks to the Photo Group 
committee and our trekking guide for organizing the 
outing. We hope everyone had enjoyed the trip and 
will join us again in the future.

By Noor Azura Ahmad Photo collage by CP Ng
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Photo collage by Shirley Lim

Group photo collage by KK Tan

Waterfall photo by Alex Foong
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Orb Weaver Spider by George Ng
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GREEN LIVING COLUMN

MALAYSIANS 
AND WASTE: 
WHERE DO WE 
STAND?
A recent write-up in Cilisos.my (Source: 
https://cilisos.my/heres-why-our-sampah-
is-increasing-even-though-companies-are-
producing-less-waste/) revealed that Malaysian 
companies generated less waste in 2017 
than in 2007. The write-up also very helpfully 
compiled the following facts and statistics:

1. Malaysian households produce 42,672 tonnes 
of rubbish each day. In 2008, it was predicted 
that Malaysian households would produce 
up to 30,000 tonnes of rubbish each day. We 
have since long surpassed that target and 
household waste continues to increase.

2. The average Malaysian throws away 1.64kgs 
of waste every day, compared to the worldwide 
average of 1.2kgs. (Source: World Bank)

3. Surprisingly, commercial waste (i.e. waste 
produced by companies and businesses) 
has gone down. One reason is that more and 
more businesses are recycling their waste 
and discarded items. Industrial waste is sent 
directly to recycling plants, therefore bypassing 
landfills entirely. Many industries, including the 
hotel/hospitality industry and F&B industry, 
have waste separation at source policies, and 
this has resulted in an increase in recycling 
and a corresponding reduction in waste 
entering the waste stream.

4. However, household waste has been steadily 

increasing. Solid waste in Malaysia has gone 
up 91% over the past 10 years. The main 
reasons cited are urban development, higher 
disposable income and a shift in spending 
and consumer habits. For example, the rise in 
online shopping has resulted in an increase in 
packaging.

5. Only 5% of household solid waste in Malaysia 
is recycled. It is estimated that recyclables 
such as paper, aluminium, plastics, glass and 
metals make up 55% of municipal waste in 
Malaysia!

6. Up to 45% of municipal waste in Malaysian 
landfills consists of food waste. It is reported 
that 20% of the food waste out there is actually 
still edible!

7. The second largest contributor to Malaysian 
landfills is plastics, which comprise 
approximately 13.2% of all our rubbish, and are 
not recovered for recycling.

8. The third largest contributor to Malaysian 
landfills at 12.1% is diapers and menstrual 
pads. Human waste from these discarded 
items contain viruses and bacteria and 
contaminate soil and water. In addition, the 
pulp, paper and plastic that disposable diapers 
and feminine hygiene products are made 
of are not recyclable, are highly toxic once 
used and can take up to 500 years to break 
down in landfills. Despite popular assumption, 
disposable diapers and feminine hygiene 
products are not merely made of ‘mostly cotton 
and paper’ but consist of 90% plastic, with 
super-absorbent polymers and non-woven 
plastic components.

9. Waste separation laws in Malaysia are not 
properly enforced for many reasons. One 
of these is because landfills in Malaysia are 
owned by private companies, and not the 
government, and so it is up to landfill workers 
to decide whether or not they want to sort 

out the waste. Some of the rubbish collectors 
and contractors will collect recyclable items 
for sale and extra income, but since this is a 
voluntary effort, there is no legal or financial 
consequence if they decide it is not worth the 
trouble.

10. Most of the solid waste in Malaysia end up 
in landfills. Some end up in one of the 3 
incinerators we have (http://nehapmalaysia.
moh.gov.my/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/
Paper-2-Solid-Waste.pdf). Some of our 
waste may be turned into compost (http://
www.biomate.com.my/machines) while 
some is converted to biomass energy (http://
akademiabaru.com/wvcarmea/docu/027.pdf).

11. Judging by current trends, Malaysian 
households are expected to produce an 
estimated 51,000 tonnes of solid waste 
DAILY by 2025 if effort is not made to recover 
recyclable materials for recycling and reduce 
the amount of rubbish produced in general.

12. The waste recycling rate in Malaysia currently 
stands at only 17.5%. This is a dismal 
percentage compared to Singapore’s 59% and 
Taiwan’s 60%.

WHAT CAN WE DO TO REDUCE WASTE?

Green Living SIG sets out the most important 
things we can do to reduce household waste:

1. Focus on the big picture: What are the items 
most frequently disposed of in your household? 
What makes up the bulk of your waste? Focus 
on the things you dispose of most regularly 
and which have the greatest carbon footprint, 
(e.g. diapers, feminine hygiene products, 
food takeout boxes, leftover food and food 
packaging), not things you replace infrequently 
(e.g. furniture, electrical appliances, 
spectacles) or which has an overall very small 
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footprint compared to other items (e.g. price 
tags and bamboo toothpicks). Once you have 
determined the main sources and components 
of your household waste, you can decide what 
can be done to reduce it.

2. Many types of plastic, including squeeze tubes 
(i.e. for toothpaste and lotions), clingfilm, 
bubble wrap, the soft plastic packs and 
trays that supermarket fruits and vegetables 
are packed in and plastic food packaging 
(e.g. snack packets, sweet wrappers) are 
not accepted for recycling even if they bear 
a Mobius loop (i.e. recycling logo) stating 
their plastic grade. As such, at the recycling 
facilities, these items are discarded and end 
up in the landfill. Try to cut out as much of 
these forms of packaging as possible. Buy only 
what is necessary if a practical or affordable 
alternative cannot be found. This can mean 
buying toothpaste that comes in squeeze 
tubes, but switching to hand lotion and hair gel 
in recyclable rigid plastic containers, and giving 
up potato chips and sweets in favour of dried 
fruits and snacks with less packaging. What 
can you go without today?

3. If you volunteer for, or contribute to, an 
organisation that provides food to the 
homeless or a welfare/charitable organisation, 
please provide food with the least packaging 
possible. The best option would be to have 
catered food served on washable tableware 
and to provide washable metal cutlery. The 
next best option would be to serve food in 
non-plastic biodegradable packaging, e.g. 
plant fibre-based takeout clam boxes, with 
bamboo or plant-fibre based cutlery. Take 
note, however, that paper plates, paper cups, 
waxed paper and brown paper food wrappers 
(i.e. nasi lemak wrappers) often have a 
plastic coating or lining and therefore are not 
wholly biodegradable. Although the homeless 

are often advised to wash and collect the 
recyclable plastic containers for recycling 
to earn some side income, not many do so 
because of the lack of availability of water and 
soap for washing and space for storage.

4. If you are involved in organising events, runs / 
marathons and fundraisers, please arrange for 
food and beverages to be served in washable 
and reusable tableware and containers, and 
go for the options with the least packaging 
possible (e.g. giving out bananas instead of 
buns in plastic bags) Avoid giving out goodie 
bags and door gifts as many of these items 
end up in landfills, and even non-woven 
shopping bags are typically made of polymers, 
although they may look like cloth or thin fabric. 
Instead of non-woven bags filled with flyers, 
brochures, plastic souvenirs and bottles of 
drinking water, give attendees and guests the 
option of choosing what they want from various 
booths or tables, create vouchers that can be 
downloaded into phones (e.g. click ‘like’ on 
a Facebook post or electronic voucher for a 
discount on a product), have beverage refill 
stations (most runners and hikers carry their 
own water bottles) and offer non-wasteful 
items such as stainless steel / bamboo straws, 
unbleached cotton tote bags, handkerchiefs, 
bamboo pens or toothbrushes and refillable 
water bottles, if having door gifts is absolutely 
necessary as a corporate or branding exercise.

5. Replace disposable diapers with washable 
cloth diapers, and disposable menstrual pads 
with reusable menstrual cups and washable 
cloth pads, which are becoming increasingly 
popular in Malaysia and are ultimately more 
cost-effective than purchasing disposables on 
a regular basis. If you find this to be impractical 
or inconvenient at this point in your life, try 
to strike a compromise and start with baby 
steps – e.g. disposable diapers for when your 

toddler goes to daycare, and cloth diapers 
on the weekends when you are at home, 
and gradually increase the frequency of cloth 
diaper use to weeknights and whenever you 
are at home.

6. If you make the purchasing/stationery 
requisition decisions in your office, business 
or company, go for the least wasteful options 
possible. This would mean replacing bottled 
water with a good quality drinking water 
filtration system, replacing paper towels in the 
bathroom with an energy-efficient electronic 
hand dryer, replacing 3-in-1 coffee sachets with 
instant coffee, sugar and creamer in refillable 
jars, and keeping track of stationery requests 
and paper use. In my office, for instance, 
printing paper use went down by 60% as 
soon as an electronic swipe card and tracking 
system was implemented, because employees 
exercised more restraint about excessive 
printing and photocopying for personal use 
when they realised that their names would 
appear on electronic records.

7. At Green Living SIG, we are aware that most 
MNS members and Pencinta Alam readers 
can be described as intermediate or advanced 
level waste reducers and recyclers. The 
next step for us is to persuade and motivate 
others around us – our family members, 
friends, institutions, colleagues, clients and 
neighbours – to reduce waste. We can do 
this not merely through educating them and 
raising awareness, but also through better 
purchasing decisions and offering less wasteful 
alternatives in a way that is non-judgmental, 
positive and optimistic.

By Wong Ee Lynn
wongeelynn@yahoo.com / 

gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

DEATH OF RARE BIRDS 
EXPOSES HORRORS OF 
EXOTIC PET TRADE
The tragic, senseless and deliberate drowning of 
300 rare birds by wildlife traffickers when pursued 
by the authorities (Wed, 17 Jan 2018) evinces the 
cruel and destructive nature of the exotic pet trade.
 The birds were drowned because there were 
merely merchandise and not sentient living beings 
to the traffickers, and when pursued, the birds 
became a liability and possible evidence in the 
event of arrest.
 Birds are especially vulnerable to poaching 
and trafficking because of their abiding popularity 
as pets. Birds, especially parrots, are sedated and 
have their beaks cut or taped up, legs bound and 
wings clipped or tied by wildlife traffickers. The 
Animal Law Coalition reports that 60 percent of 
wild-caught birds do not survive to reach their 
destinations. Most die of shock, stress, illness and 
injury during capture, transportation, transit and 
captivity.
 Readers who expressed sorrow at the 
needless deaths of the birds must realise that such 
incidents are not uncommon, and Malaysia is not 
merely a stopover for wildlife traffickers who are 
non-Malaysian citizens.
 Malaysia is known to be a hub for wildlife 
trafficking and the illegal wildlife trade despite 
the existence of the Wildlife Conservation Act 
2010 and Animal Welfare Act 2015. There are 
very few regulations in place making it difficult 

for people to purchase, acquire, or keep exotic 
animals, especially when proper licenses have been 
obtained.
 Environmental organisations including 
TRAFFIC and the International Fund for Animal 
Welfare (IFAW) confirm the existence of a 
flourishing trade in live animals and endangered 
species in Malaysia, and social media is a virtual 
wildlife supermarket offering everything from 
Common Hill Mynas to trapdoor spiders and sun 
bear cubs.
 The international wildlife trade involves 
a multi-million dollar organised crime network. 
The Wildlife Conservation Society reports that the 
wildlife trade, which is valued to be approximately 
US$8 billion annually, is surpassed in scale only 
by the illegal trade in drugs and arms. Government 
agencies are no match for wildlife poachers and 
traffickers. Corruption, porous borders, and a 
lack of resources and manpower make it difficult 
for many developing countries to stop the illegal 
wildlife trade.
 Yet stamping out the wildlife trade 
cannot be the responsibility of governments and 
law enforcement agencies alone. It is not them 
who are driving up the demand for exotic pets, 
but consumers who treat exotic pets as status 
symbols, social media users who upload and 
share posts featuring captive wildlife and exotic 
pets, and tourists who pay money to have photo 
opportunities with exotic pets and drugged wildlife.
Many who defend their ‘right’ to purchase and 
keep wild birds and other exotic pets hang on to 
the misguided belief that the animals are safer in 
their care now that rainforests and other wildlife 
habitats have been destroyed, or that there is 

virtually no difference between keeping wildlife 
and keeping dogs, cats and other domestic animals 
as companion animals.
However, we must remember that the wildlife pet 
trade is a major threat to biodiversity, ecosystems 
and even human health and safety. Birds, especially 
parrots, can spread parrot fever and pneumonia, 
especially through the inhalation of their dry 
droppings in a cage or aviary. Keeping wild 
animals indoors confined to small tanks, cages 
and enclosures, away from members of their own 
species, is neither educational nor compassionate. 
Many exotic pets often end up being released, 
surrendered to zoos, abandoned or unintentionally 
killed due to ignorance and neglect. Many exotic 
species advertised as ‘captive bred’ are actually 
poached from the wild, since DNA testing cannot 
reveal whether an animal was raised in captivity or 
in the wild.
 If the report of the drowned birds had 
saddened us, then it must also move us into action. 
We cannot continue normalising the practice 
of poaching, abusing, exploiting and confining 
wildlife. We need to question if our purchases and 
choices destroy habitats and the ability of rural and 
indigenous communities to sustain themselves, 
thus driving them to poach wildlife for a living. We 
need to refrain from taking photos with wildlife, 
sharing wildlife selfies on social media, and 
allowing circuses and badly-kept zoos to profit 
from exploiting wildlife.
 Nature-lovers who enjoy watching and 
photographing wildlife must take extra care not 
to disclose the location of endangered species and 
birds’ nests. We need to advise friends and family 
against purchasing or acquiring exotic pets, and 
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persuade them to adopt from local animal shelters 
or to visit and support sanctuaries and rescue 
organisations instead. We need to avoid shopping 
at pet stores that sell exotic pets, and should lodge 
reports on the sales of wildlife to Perhilitan or 
wildlife conservation groups that can assist in 
investigating and acting on our reports. Those who 
intend to report wildlife crime must be vigilant and 
relay accurate information, such as the species, 
location, photographic and documentary evidence 
and contact information, to Perhilitan’s official 
website or through their Careline at 1300-80-10-10, 
or to the 24-hour NGO-run Wildlife Crime Hotline 
at 019 356 4194.
 Birds in their natural habitat are not 
only beautiful to observe, but have an important 
ecological role to play. Birds pollinate plants, 
disperse seeds and keep insect and other disease 
vector populations down. The exotic pet trade is 
driving many wild bird species to extinction, and 
this can have a knock-on effect on other species 
and result in ecological imbalance.
 There has to be a worldwide import ban 
on the bird trade to stop bird species from being 
poached and trafficked to extinction, and at the 
same time, more needs to be done to reduce the 
domestic demand for keeping wild birds as pets 
as well. It would do well for us to think of the 
excruciating yet avoidable deaths of the drowned 
birds before we purchase birds as pets or upload a 
wildlife selfie.

WONG EE LYNN
COORDINATOR,
GREEN LIVING SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP,
MALAYSIAN NATURE SOCIETY

Public Talk and Plant 
Identification Basic Training 
Date: 3 February 2018 (Sat) 
Time: 9.30 am on 
Venue: Auditorium, MNS HQ 

You are invited to participate on an upcoming 
public talk presented by Dr Jean Weber, 
Flora SIG coordinator. The topic will be 
‘Evolutionary history of plants: the conquest 
of land and the invention of wood’. Here is a 
brief description of the public talk
 ‘Plants have deeply transformed 
our planet and our landscapes during a long 
evolutionary history. While photosynthetic 
organisms appeared approximately 3.2 to 
3.5 billion years ago, land colonization by 
plants “only” occurred 450 million years 
ago. This colonization was made possible 
due to collaborations between plants and 
microorganisms as well as by the invention 
of wood. This new matter permitted not 
only terrestrial plants to get large but also 
to produce stable and fertile environments. 
Natural processes of soil improvement and 
nutrient cycling involving dead wood and 
clay but also the action of roots, fungi and 
soil fauna will be described. Advantages 
and limits of current landscape management 
practices for the maintenance of natural 
equilibrium and fertility will be discussed 
in the light of the presented knowledge. 
Participants will have the opportunity to 
observe mycorrhizal associations between 
plants roots and fungi as well as living soil 
micro-fauna from the Bukit Persekutuan 
urban forest.”
 Following the Public Talk, Dr 
Khadijah Rambe, will continue with another 
session under the Plant Identification and 
Trail Guiding Basic Training series, with a 

lecture on ‘Past and future of botanical nomenclature 
and its importance for biodiversity conservation’.  As 
places are limited, please take note that participation 
for this is on a first come first serve basis, so please 
email (your name, email address, contact number) to 
mnsflora@gmail.com soonest possible, to save a place 
for yourself.  We do not wish to deny others to attend 
if there are places still available. Hence once you have 
given your name and your place confirmed, please 
do make it for the training, or do inform us as early as 
possible if you are not able to make it and we can then 
invite others on the waiting list. Your cooperation on this 
is much appreciated. 
 The half day session with both talks, is 
scheduled to end by 12.30pm.
 Please follow-us on our Facebook group 
page ‘MNS Selangor Branch Flora Group’ for updates 
on this event. You may also contact us by emailing 
to mnsflora@gmail.com or leave a comment on our 
Facebook event page.

Stack Focusing by Stewart Forbes 
Date: 8 February (Thurs) 

Join the Photo Group to learn the latest stack focusing 
techniques for extending the depth of field of your 
photos. Close up photographs can often suffer from a 
reduced depth of field with large parts of the image soft 
or out of focus. Procedures such as stack focusing can 
be used to extend the sharp focus of the main subject. 
Used in macro and landscape photography, stack 
focusing can help create dramatic images with great 
detail. Come along and find out how to use these latest 
techniques and equipment.
 This talk will be followed by a review of 
images from the MNS Photo Group outing at Setinggi 
Waterfalls, chaired by KK Tan.
 We look forward to welcoming you at this event! 
For more information, you can contact Alex Foong at 
012-2893133. 
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Conjunction with Raptor 
Watch Weekend
Date: 24 February 2018
Venue : Auditorium, MNS HQ
Time : 3 pm

Raptor Watch weekend will be coming soon. 
BCC will be organizing an ID talk on raptors. 
Identifying raptors can be quite challenging 
at times. A talk on the identification of raptors 
will be held on the 24th of February.  The 
focus will be on accipiters, with reference 
to raptors seen in Tanjung Tuan. These are 
Oriental Honey Buzzard, Chinese Goshawks, 
Japanese Sparrow Hawk, Black Baza and 
Grey-faced Buzzard. Speakers will be Lim 
AunTiah and Chin Choong Liung
 For enquiries, please contact Izzat 
Fauzi at izzatfauzi90@gmail.com.

MARCH

Raptor Watch 2018
Dates: 10-11 March 2018
Venue: Tanjung Tuan Forest Reserve

Join the Malaysian Nature Society for the 
latest instalment of one of their longest-
occurring annual events. Find out about 
the migratory birds that visit the area, try 
your hand at birdwatching, and check 
out the booths and activities. This family-
friendly event is one of our favourites, 
so don’t miss it! To find out more, visit 
https://mnsraptorwatch.wordpress.com/

MNS Selangor Branch Pathfinders Group 

Taman Negara Trip
Date: 17–19 March 2018
Charges: RM460 non member/RM440 MNS 
member ( Deposit RM260)

Tasik Kenyir
Part of Taman Negara is in Terengganu, know as Taman 
Negara Kenyir. Taman Negara rainforest is the world 
oldest jungle believed to be 130 million years old.It 
spans over 260,000 hectares (or some 369 sq km), fed 
by 30 rivers with 25 waterfalls and at least 25 known 
species of fish swimming in this man-made lake. The 
340 islands in the lake were once hilltops and highlands 
before the area was inundated by water.

Lasir Waterfall
Lasir Waterfall is one of the many spectacular waterfalls 
within Lake Kenyir. It’s a lovely waterfall, that occurred 
at a boundary between two different rock types. It’s 
a fall from about 500 feet high. The waterfall drops 
gracefully into multi-tiered levels of boulders forming 
sprays of water. Ponds of water are available at eash of 
the 5 levels of Lasir and one can enjoy a cold refreshing 
bath here. There are large camping area and hiking trail 
up to its top. The fall is well shaded by the canopy of the 
surrounding forest.

Saok Waterfall
Saok Waterfalls is another waterfall that is about 15 
minutes boat ride away from Pengkalan Gawi. This 
waterfall has cascading waters over its rocky terraces. 
There is a flat sandy area at the foot of the waterfall that 
makes it an ideal place for a time of picnic with your 
family or friends.

Ikan Kelah Santuary
There are three Kelah sanctuaries in the country . The 
most successful one is located in Sg Petang which is 
a river within Lake Kenyir. For those of you who are 
unaware, Lake Kenyir is a huge lake with an area of 225 
sq miles. Kelah (or Mahseer) is a breed of fish which 

require clean streams which are highly oxygenated to 
survive. If the rivers are polluted they simply disappear. 
The government has been wise to set up a sanctuary 
in Sg Petang to allow this species of fish to breed in it’s 
natural environment. The sanctuary in Sg Petang is only 
open to public from March to October.

Charges included:
1. Accommodation 2 nights at houseboat
2. Speedboat
3. Permit for Ikan Kelah Santuary
4. 6 meals included (Bx2,Lx2,Dx2)
5. Kayak
6. ChefPerson In Charge: Yee Yee 012-6706490

 *Due to the nature of our work, we may not able 
to attend your phone call. We prefer FB message or 
whatsapp.
 Do join MNS Selangor Branch Pathfinders 
Group Facebook for more further information.

Long Trip Birding to Endau-
Rompin (Selai), Johor National 
Park                                              
Date: 30th March – 2nd of April 2018

Selangor Branch Bird Group (SBBG) is organising a 4 
days 3 nights birding trip to 
Endau-Rompin (Selai), Johor National Park. 
Endau-Rompin State Park encompasses the 
watersheds of the rivers, Endau in Johor, Rompin 
in Pahang,  comprises some 488 sq. km. of verdant 
tropical rainforest. Lush and virtually untouched, it 
is one of the few remaining lowland forests in the 
country. It is of major conservation significance due to 
the diversity of the habitats and species found within. 
The tropical rainforest of Endau-Rompin State Park 
has been in existence for more than one million years 
and is reputed as one of the oldest rainforests in the 
world. There are about 250 species of birds which 
can be found there to keep you fascinated daily. This 
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time around, we will be entering the West 
Entrance which will bring you to Endau-
Rompin (Selai).
 The trip is open to MNS members 
only. Cost of trip is RM490.00 per person. 
This will cover the following expenses, basic 
accommodation, 9 meals (3 breakfasts, 
3 lunches and 3 dinners), transportation, 
group insurance and entrance permit. There 
are 20 places for this trip and is given on a 
first-come first-serve basis (based on receipt 
of full payment). No refund will be given for 
those who cancel their trip. For more details 
and confirm your bookings, please contact 
Heikal Pinto at 019-3399914 or email at 
heikal.pinto@yahoo.com

APRIL

MNS Selangor Branch Pathfinders

Tekiwit Sela’an 
Waterfall
Dates: 28 April 2018 – 1 May 2018

A hidden gem at inland of Miri, Sarawak - 
Tekiwit Waterfall, also known as Sela’an 
Waterfall. It takes 6 hours journey with 4x4 
wheel drive to the nearest homestay - Selaan 
Segah Homestay and Kelesa Camp. From 
Selaan Segah Waterfall, it takes another 40 
minutes drive and 2 hours jungle trekking 
to see this hidden gem. Sela’an River and 
Segah River is livehood home for native 
Kenyah Sela’an and Penan people, as well 
as home of an expensive fresh water fish - 
Empurau.
  Charges - RM865 non member/
RM845 MNS member ( Deposit RM400) 

Charges included:

1. Accommodation 2 nights at Selaan Segah 
Homestay, 1 night at Miri

2. 4x4 wheel 2 ways from Miri airport to Selaan Segah 
Homestay

3. Entrance fees and Guide fees
4. 7 meals included (Bx2,Lx3,Dx2)

 Please take note flight not included.
Person In Charge: Yee Yee 012-6706490*Due to the 
nature of our work, we may not able to attend your 
phone call. We prefer FB message or whatsapp.Do join 
MNS Selangor Branch Pathfinders Group Facebook for 
more further information.

MAY

Beginners’ Birdwatching 
Course 
Dates: 11 – 13 May 2018
Location: Shahzan Inn, Fraser’s Hill

Are you interested in birdwatching but do not know 
where to start and you have these mind-boggling 
questions?
• What is that bird?
• Which binoculars should I buy?
• How to use my binoculars?
• By the time I find the spot where I thought the bird 

was, it has flown away.
• Which field guide should I get?
• Where do I start?  
 Beginners’ course is specially for beginners or 
those who like to learn more about birding. Conducted 
via classroom and outdoor practical sessions at 
Fraser’s Hill, participants will be grounded on birding 
basics in class followed by outdoor field experience with 
the guidance of experienced birder-trainers.
 Course fee is RM 480.00 per person. The fee 
covers accommodation (twin sharing), food (breakfast, 
lunch and dinner), group insurance and course 

materials.
 Places are limited to 24 participants so please 
book early to avoid disappointment. Booking will be 
confirmed upon receipt of full payment. No refund will 
be given for cancellation. 
 For more details and confirmation of your 
bookings, please contact Ms Ong Su Ping @ 016-
4903284 or Mr Izzat @ 011-19130271. 
 Course is open to MNS members only and 
non-members need to add RM70 for MNS one-year 
membership. Members who would like to attend as a 
refresher course are also welcome. Closing date is 11 
April 2018.

JUNE

Frolicking in Ulu Muda
Dates: 22-24 June 2018

Nature Guides Selangor Branch is organizing a trip 
to visit this wonderful place in hopes that you will be 
able to spread the word with photo evidence on how 
beautiful and important nature is while experiencing 
a little bit of life in the remote areas of Malaysia. The 
suggested itinerary is listed below. If we are lucky, we 
might come across elephants! 
• Limited to 15 pax.
• 13 years and above as it is an insurance 

requirement due to the remoteness of Earth Lodge.
• Per Pax: RM600
• Trip to be only for MNS Members. Non-members to 

top up RM70.
• Dormitory accommodation with attached bathroom. 

Camp bed, sleeping bag and air pillow provided at 
Earth Lodge.

• Excludes Transport to, lunch and parking at Muda 
Lake Jetty

• Inclusive of boat transfers, accommodation, all 
meals, activities, guide and entry permits

• Need 50 % deposit by 31st March 2018, remaining 
payment by 30th April 2018. Payment made are 
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not refundable but transferable to another 
participant for this trip only.

• Transport is by carpooling which costs 
are to be shared between drivers and 
passengers.

Meet up at N 6° 7.263’, E 100° 51.619’ at Muda 
Lake Jetty. Earth Lodge Location: N 6° 6.920’, 
E 100° 57.810’. The following is the suggested 
itinerary:
 
Day One
Meet Lake Muda Jetty (at noon)
Lunch at the Jetty
Boat ride to Earth Lodge at Kuala Labua 
(approx. 1 1/2hrs)
Briefing & Introduction
Tea
Settle in
Wildlife boat cruise with visit to saltlick (Sira 
Bongor or Sira Keladi)
Free and easy
Dinner and lights out
 
Day Two
Breakfast
Trek to Bukit Labu (2 hours hike) 
Visit caves at Bukit Labu
Lunch by the river
Trek back to camp
Tea
Wildlife boat cruise plus visit to saltlick (Hot 
Springs)
Free and easy
Dinner
 
Day Three
Breakfast
Free and easy
Pack
Leave Earth Lodge by Boat (11am)
Back at Lake Muda Jetty
End of trip
 

*This is a suggested program and is subject to change 
without prior notice.

Documents required* (to be emailed to Angeline)
1. Scanned or digital photo of IC (front only) for 

Malaysians or main information page of passport if 
non-Malaysian.

2. Digital colour passport size photo (if DIY, must be 
direct frontal shot of upper torso & head with plain 
colour background). 

* Please be aware that this is a requirement of the State 
Forestry Department.

 Earth Lodge is also a research centre so there 
shall not be any human composed concerto except 
using earphones, karaoke sessions or fishing activities.
 For more information on Earth Lodge itself, 
please visit: https://www.earthlodgemalaysia.com/ 

Please make payment to:
 Malaysian Nature Society Selangor Branch
 Maybank acc: 014150307352
 Reference: NG10

 If interested, please check with Angeline if 
there are still places available and make payment 
before registering yourself here: https://goo.gl/forms/
vIIUCG7rSKX9MluG3 and remember to email Angeline 
the documents required!
 Availability status will be updated in Selangor 
Branch’s Event Page. More information will later be 
shared to registered participants.
 For more information about this trip, please 
contact Mary at marychan55@live.com or Angeline at 
angeline.siok@gmail.com 

JULY

Lost Waterfall Ulu Salan
Dates: 20-22 July 2018 

“The Lost Waterfall Exploration” is one of the packages 

exploring the nature by 4W4,this whole journey will take 
3D2N of trekking and camping at Jerantut, Pahang. We 
will cover 5 waterfalls in 2 days which is Lata Lebah, 
The Lost Waterfall, Lata Permaisuri, Lata Telor and Lata 
Teres.
 More about the places we going to 
cover are nicely reported in an old Utusan 
news: http://ww1.utusan.com.my/utusan/info.
asp?y=2008&dt=1129&pub=utusan_malaysia&sec=Pel
ancongan&pg=pl_01.htm
 Charges – RM480 non member/RM460 MNS 
member ( Deposit RM200) 

Charges included:
1. Transport (4X4 Vehicle, from Jerantut town)
2. Guides
3. Crew
4. Meals (8 times meal)
5. Permit
6. Group Insurance
7. Car Park Free
8. Safety Kit and Emergency 4X4 Service

 Person In Charge: Yee Yee 012-6706490
*Due to the nature of our work, we may not able to 
attend your phone call. We prefer FB message or 
whatsapp.
 Do join MNS Selangor Branch Pathfinders 
Group Facebook for more further information.

Photo taken at Setinggi Waterfall 
by Cheong Kuok Sum 
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Everest Base Camp via Gokyo lake trek 
from 29/04/2018 to 14/05/2018 (16D15N) and 
26/09/2018 to 11/10/2018 (16D15N)
   

Experience the culture of the Sherpas en route to 
Khumbu village. Enjoy a climb to the scintillating 
Kalapattar (5,545m/18190ft), one of the most 
spectacular vantage points in the Everest region. 
Explore enchanting views of Everest, Pumori, Ama 
Dablam, Nuptse, Lhotse, Makalu and many other 
towering peaks. Two free training trips will provided for 
the Everest Base Camp trip.

Contact : Thong at  goalus@mymountaingoal.com H/P : 
016-6375622 Off : 03-40248896
Further info please sign in:www.mymountaingoal.com/
everestkalapattar.htm

MOUNTAIN GOAL ADVENTURE CONSULTANT (742912-V)
Website: http://www.mymountaingoal.com. E-mail: goalus@mymountaingoal.com

Annapurna Base Camp Via Poon Hill Trek 
(4130M) from 27/03/18 to 09/04/18 (14d13n)
     

Walk through villages, then climb through forests into 
the Annapurna Sanctuary, a valley surrounded by high 
Himalayan peaks. A great opportunity to get into the 
mountains without the altitude problems of Mt. Everest. 
This fantastic 10-day trek offers the most spectacular 
landscape views of the Himalayas, allowing you to 
be completely immersed in the heart of the towering 
Annapurna range. Altitudes of 4130m are reached, 
and a reasonable level of physical fitness is required to 
comfortably complete this expedition. 

Two free training trips will be provided for the trip.
Contact : +60166375622 WhatsApp, WeChat and Line.
Further information please sign in:- http://www.
mymountaingoal.com/AnnapurnaRegion.htm
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24 Hour Wildlife Crime Hotline 

019-356 4194
This hotline is a channel to report offences involving all 

endangered wildlife Malaysia, for example:

• the discovery of snares, traps and cages set in the forest to catch 
wildlife,

• a captured tiger in the forest,
• a bear caged in a village,
• an endangered species of bird or reptile being sold illegally in a pet 

shop,
• the sale of illegal products such as tiger parts sold in “traditional” 

medicine,
• wildlife parts - skins, claws, and elephant tusks sold as collectables
• pets or wildlife advertised or served in a restaurant, or sold for the 

cooking pot

The Wildlife Crime Hotline is managed by MYCAT, which stands for Malaysian 
Conservation Alliance for Tigers. MYCAT comprises the Malaysian Nature 

Society (MNS), TRAFFIC Southeast Asia, Wildlife Conservation Society-Malaysia 
Programme and WWF-Malaysia.
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BRANCH EXCO MEMBERS 2017-2019

Johor  Branch    
https://www.facebook.com/MalaysianNatureSocietyJohor/
Chairman: Abbott Chong Ching Hua, abbott_chong@yahoo.com
Vice-Chair: -
Secretary: Belinda Wong Mei Lang, belinda@
bellogistics.com

Kuching Branch (Sarawak)  
Email: mnskuching@gmail.com
Chairman: Rose Au Nyat Jun, anyatjun@yahoo.com
Vice-Chair: Johan Roslan, kaboy71@gmail.com
Secretary: Audrey Dominic Neng, audreyneng@gmail.com

Miri Branch (Sarawak) 
Email: mnsmiri@yahoo.com
Blog: mnsmiri.blogspot.com
Chairman: Iqbal B Abdollah, 9w8iqa@gmail.com
Vice-Chair: Musa Musbah, sammua@yahoo.com
Secretary: Achmed Azizie B Marzuki, 
                 achmedazizie@hotmail.com

MNS HQ
JKR 641, Jalan Kelantan,
Bukit Persekutuan, 50480 Kuala Lumpur
(just before the Seri Perdana turn off to
Jalan Mahameru)
Open: Monday –Friday ; 9:00 a.m.–5:30 p.m.
T: 03-22879422     F: 03-22878773
mns@mns.org.my www.mns.my
Membership: Leong Wee Chin

Penang Branch
Nature Information Centre (NIC),
673-B Jln Kebun Bunga,10350 Penang.  Tel: 04-2273673
Open Mon-Sat, 7.30am – 11.30am
(Please call before visiting)
https://www.facebook.com/malaysianaturalsociety/
Email: mnspenang@yahoo.com
Chairman: Tan Choo Eng, chooengtan@yahoo.com
Vice-Chair: Tajul Arosh Baroky, tajul_ab@yahoo.com
Secretary: Tan Pek Tao, Peggy, tpeggypeach33@yahoo.com

Perak Branch
Email: mnsperak@gmail.com 
70, Jln Chan Chee Keong, Ipoh Garden South,31400 Ipoh.
Blog: mnsperak@yahoogroups.com
Chairman: Ooi Beng Yean, bengyean@gmail.com
Vice-Chair: Zaharil Dzulkafly, zaharil_tbp@hotmail.com
Secretary: Georgia Tham Yim Fong, georgi8tham@yahoo.
com

Sabah Branch    
Chairman: Anna Wong, annawg888@gmail.com
Vice-Chair: Jimmy Omar, jemyomar@gmail.com
Secretary: Nur Syamimi Makbul, mimimakbul@yahoo.com

Sandakan Branch (Sabah)
Chairman: Hatta B Yunus @ Sawabi, hattasawabi@gmail.
com
Vice-Chair: Ooi Chin Hock, ooichinhock@gmail.com
Secretary: Chong Ket Vui Dusun, dusun_chong@yahoo.com

Terengganu Branch
Address: 1926, Bkt Kubang Jambu, 20050 Kuala Terengganu.
Email: mnsterengganu@gmail.com
Chairman: Wong Chee Ho, cheeho04@yahoo.com
Vice-Chair: Prof Sulong Bin Ibrahim, sulong@umt.edu.my
Secretary: Dr Chong Ju Lian, julianchong78@gmail.com

Selangor Branch
c/o MNS HQ address
https://www.facebook.com/mnsselangorbranch/
Email: mns.selangor.branch@gmail.com
Chairman: Pasupathy Jayaraj, pasupathy_jayaraj@yahoo.com
Vice-Chair: Wong Ee Lynn, wongeelynn@yahoo.com
Secretary: Grace Chin Haw Yiing, gracehychin@gmail.com

Kedah Branch
Address: 3 Jalan Timur 1, Kawasan Perusahaan Mergong 
Barrage, 05150 Alor Setar, Kedah
Chairman: Left Kol Husamuddin bin Yaacob, husaya@gmail.com
Vice-Chair: Mohamad Yani Madewnus, madew75@gmail.com
Secretary: Phang Fatt Khow, fkphang05@yahoo.com

Kelantan Branch
Address: 204, Jln Sultan Yahya Petra, 15150 Kota Bharu, 
Kelantan. 
Email: meklawa@gmail.com
Chairman: Amir Hamzah bin Abdul Shukor, 
                  amir7711@gmail.com
Vice-Chair: Zulhazman Hamzah, zulhazman@umk.edu.my
Secretary: Nazahatul Anis Amaludin, 
anisamaludin@gmail.com

Langkawi Branch
Email: mnslangkawi@yahoogroups.com
Chairman: Borhan Hamid, brobob@ymail.com
Vice-Chair: -
Secretary: Daisy Jeyarani A/P Samuel, 
                 daisy_samuel_2005@yahoo.com

Negeri Sembilan/Melaka Branch
Chairman: Dr Zorina Khalid, drzorina@yahoo.com.my
Vice-Chair: Lee Seng Hong, leesenghong88@gmail.com
Secretary: June Teng, MNS.N9Melaka@gmail.com

Pahang Branch   
Email: mnsphg@yahoo.com.sg
Chairman: Noor Jehan Bt. Abu Bakar , 
                  versed_anggerik@yahoo.com
Vice-Chair: Chin Wai Fatt, chinwaifatt@yahoo.com
Secretary: Chow Mee Foong, chowmeefoong@yahoo.com
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PENCINTA ALAM is a monthly newsletter 
made possible by dedicated volunteers 
and contributors from the Malaysian 
Nature Society. Accuracy is 
the contributor’s responsibility. The Editor 
reserves the right to edit for length and 
content.

Submissions: Articles including the author 
and photographers’ names (max. 800 
words), advertisements, digital images 
(100 dpi & no larger than 640 x 480 pixels 
& separately from the article), etc. must 
reach the Editor by the 13th of each 
month (unless noted otherwise) via the 
following e-mail address: tapir2005@gmail.
com.

Advertising rates:
Classifieds: RM5 per column inch
Quarter page ad: RM30
Half page ad: RM60
• All payments must be made to ‘Malaysian 

Nature Society Selangor Branch’.
• Please bank in cash or cheque to  Maybank 

Account no 014150307352. 
• After banking in, please scan the slip and 

e-mail it with your advertisement to: tapir2005@
gmail.com and berniechin118@yahoo.com.

Discount rate for ads paid in advance:
3 adverts paid in advance – 5% off published rate;
6 adverts paid in advance – 10% off published rate;
9 adverts paid in advance –15% off published rate;
12 adverts paid in advance – 20% off published 
rate.

Renew Your       
Membership via 

Online Credit Card 
Payment

Settling your MNS membership 
fee is now made easier with on-line 
credit card payment via the MNS 

website. To renew, please visit 
https://www.mns.my/subscription/. 
For inquiries, contact Wee Chin at 

membership@mns.org.my

Please bring your 

membership card 

to all 

activities as proof 

of 

membership.

ATTENTION!

Computer Recycling Collection Centre
The MNS Penang, Nature Information Centre (NIC) is a designated recycling 
collection centre for old computers and computer parts by the Penang City 

Council. Please send your unwanted computers and parts to the NIC to be send 
for recycling by DOE approved recycling establishment. Contact Kanda at 013-

4537992 for more information or check out Penang Branch web pages

Have you been to an MNS activity lately? Why not share your experience with other members by writing an account of your activity and submitting it (preferably with photographs) for publication in Pencinta Alam? Email your article to: tapir2005@gmail.com

This issue’s editor: Khor Hui Min 
Next issue’s editor: Lee Meng Lai

Don’t Leave Home Without It
All members must show their 

membership cards to participate 
in any Branch‘s activities. New 

members who haven't received their 
cards must show their membership 
payment receipts. Lost your card?

Contact Wee Chin at HQ.


